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Hard-core hip-hop with a turn of r&b with a message of consciousness 13 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip

Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Hard-core Rap The Hoodsstock Vol.1 Songs Details: a.k.'s musical influences dates

back to as far as he can call up being just a seed in the late 70's he was groomed by r&b and soul

music,to what we call today as HIP HOP. A.K. ,a.k.a james ware was born in cleveland,Ohio inflated in

the bronx,New York and veteran in california. When asked were did he get most of his musical influence

the innovative artist/songwriter/producer states,"We all know that hip-hop originated from the east coast

,so thats were my roots are from, but i have much love for the west coast because i was inflated there for

more than half my life" adds the artist.A.K. also adds, "There's no place like L.A.either i lived in west L.A.

and Hollywood for three years while attending school for music and journalism,I loved the experience

because i had a chance to perform at various clubs on sunset dlvd. with great success also thats were i

meet the dopest producer in the world "JNUTTY" who produced most of my album intitled " THE

HOODSSTOCK VOL.1" available now at cdbaby.com. a.k.'s favorite artist are JAYZ,

BIGGIE,RAKIM,EMINEM,NAS, AND THE LATE GREAT TUPAC SHAKUR, just to name a few.The artist

adds, " I like artist that are original in style and in context, i mean have somethin to say or"SHUT UP",the

game needs that and thats what im trying to do,have a voice in the hip-hop community and at the same

time unite the east and the west making it one hip-hop nation".I urge you to take a chance to here this

artist at work he's the next" BIG THING",ckeck out sound clips from new album now at

cbbaby.com/akbeats "NOW"
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